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REPORT OF THE DEAN
To THE PRESIDENT OF ThINITY CoLLEGE:
SIR:

I have the honor to present herewith the report of the Dean of the
College for the academic year 1949, 50.

In the eighth month of this year of grace, looking backward is rather
more pleasant than looking forward. The school year of 1949,50 seems
almost idyllic when viewed in retrospect. That impression of an uncom,
plicated and placid academic life will grow stronger, one suspects, as the
months go by, and it is not impossible that some of us will come to think
of 1949, 50 as a paragon of school years.
At the same time, the wheels of Trinity life did not turn so smoothly
without being attended. The untiring and unselfish efforts of the College
staff were needed to produce the unhindered flow of the academic year
just ended. Since I have occasion to observe the beneficial effects of his
zeal daily and directly, I would commend to you in particular the work
of Dean Joseph C. Clarke. I regret that the scope of this report does not
permit me to recognize the many contributions of my colleagues to the
common weal of the College. It would be easy to cite one instance after
another of help proffered voluntarily by faculty members in order to assist
students and student organizations. When one considers the financial
hardships that have beset the members of the teaching profession during
recent years, one feels considerable satisfaction in realizing that profes#
sional standards of conduct at Trinity are higher than ever despite the
undoubted deterioration in the economic status of college teachers
throughout the land.
ENROLLMENT AND REGISTRATION IN COURSES
The student body of the College is still too large by at least ten per
cent, and that was a very real problem for us last year although it was
not wholly one of our own making. Like Topsy, our student body just ·
grows. Our best laid plans for stopping the increases have gone askew
for several years. We have managed to apply the brakes but we are still
moving forward. The international situation will stop us soon enough,
though, and probably put us in reverse gear as well. I shall forbear mak,
ing further recommendations regarding the proper size of the College
until I am sure that we can control the matter. Even so, I have been
amazed during the early part of this summer by the almost complete
absence of the factor that we used to call "summer mortality". Appar,
ently, all our students will come back to college in the fall if our country's
needs permit them to do so.
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The post,war climb of enrollments up to the peak reached last year
is shown by the following figures:
September enrollment
Changeinpercent

1945,46

1946,47

1947,48

1948,49

360
+9.1%

826
+129.4%

881
+6.7%

901
+l.3%

1949,S'0

The student body of 950 registered at the College in 1949,50 in,
eluded 232 Freshmen, 233 Sophomores, 222 Juniors, 232 Seniors, and 31
graduate students. For the first time since the war, all four of the under,
graduate classes were of approximately equal s~e.
The geographical distribution of the students of the College in 1949,
50 was as follows:
Connecticut _ _ _ _ _ _ 473
North Carolina _ _ __
1
Ohio _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Delaware _ _ _ _ _ _
1
7
Pennsylvania _ _ _ __
District of Columbia __,,_____....
2
73
Florida _ _ _ _ _ _ _
6
Rhode Island _ _ _ __
10
Georgia _ _ _ _ _ _ _
1
South Dakota _ _ _ __
2
Illinois _ _ _ _ _ _ _
23
1
Tennessee
Iowa _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
2
1
Vermont
Kansas _ _ _ _ _ _ _
1
5
Virginia - - - - - - Kentucky _______
1
3
Wisconsin
China _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Maine _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
6
1
Maryland _ _ _ _ _ _
12
1
Holland
Massachusetts _ _ _ _ _
76
Hungary
1
Michigan _ _ _ _ _ _
17
1
Panama
Minnesota _ _ _ _ _ _
4
1
Spain
Missouri _ _ _ _ _ _ _
2
1
Venezuela
New Hampshire _ _ _ _
3
Graduate Students
New Jersey _ _ _ _ _
54
31
unclassified
New York _ _ _ _ _ _ 126
950
Total
During the academic year, 39 students withdrew from college; 22 in
the Christmas Term and 17 in the Trinity Term. The reasons for the
withdrawals as recorded in the Dean's Office were: academic failure, 17;
health, 4; financial, 7; personal, 7; transfer to other colleges, 4. It is also
of interest to observe that 87 undergraduates of the 1948,49 student body
failed to return to College for the academic year 1949,50. The reasons
given were as follows: graduation requirements completed in Summer
School at Trinity, 19; graduation requirements completed in other sum,
mer schools, 4; transfer to R.P.I., 6; transfer elsewhere, 18; dropped for
scholastic deficiencies, 14; not permitted to return, 4; finances, 5; health,
3; enlisted, 2; miscellaneous, 8; unknown, 4. Those figures present a
reasonably normal picture of ..summer mortality" and show what happens
when students disappear from our ken in the months between June and
September._
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The new degree requirements adopted by the Faculty last year and
affecting the Class of 1953 and succeeding classes have not yet brought
about any significant realignment of the registration of upperclassmen in
major subjects. Of course, we shall see eventually the complete elimina,
tion of the group known as General Arts and a concomitant swelling of
the registration in other Arts majors, particularly in English and History.
Two years will pass, however, before the full effects of the changes are
felt. The pattern last year was not unlike that of the preceding year,
as one can note in the table below. A continuing and still unsolved prob,
lem that grows out of the uneven distribution of students in the several
majors is the unfair but apparently inevitable overburdening of the
advisers in the more popular major subjects. The situation is undesirable,
no matter whether one is thinking of the teacher or of the student, and
it is to be hoped that the eventual shifting of majors under the new re,
quirements will spread the load more evenly over the various fields.
CLASSIFICATION OF STUDENTS BY MAJOR SUBJECT
B. A. CURRICULA
1948-49

f

Classical Languages --·-·
120
Economics
Education
4
English
40
Fine Arts
4
114
General Arts
8
Government
69
History
1
Modern Languages ·-·-....
Music
f
10
Philosophy
Psychology
8

B. S. CURRICULA
~

1949-SO

6
130
4
47
7
112
14

Biology
0
Chemistry _
29
Education
3
Engineering
79
General Science _.,___..., 59
Geology
7
Mathematics
H
Physics
14
Pre-Med.
61

65

2

1949-SO

2
31
4

50

74
12
17
H

74

4

7
10

Total in B. A. Curricula
Total in B. S. Curricula
Freshmen
Graduate Students
Total

1948-49

1949-SO

388
267
230
16

408

901

950

279
232
31

The table above shows the major subjects chosen last year by our
upperclassmen. Naturally, not all of their courses were taken in their
major fields. I append, therefore, a table showing on a per cent basis
the amount of work completed by the student body in each of the several
departments of the College. For comparison, the corresponding percent,
ages for the previous year and for a group of pre,war years are given also.
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REGISTRATION IN DEPARTMENTS BY PERCENTAGES
Subject

Air Science
Astronomy
Biology

193"•41 incl.

0.8
3.1

1948•49

1949,,.0

2.1
0.4
3.6

3.1
2.6

Biology
Hygiene
Physiology
Chemistry
Class. Langs. & Civil
Class. Civil.
GTeel{

2.3
0.1
0.2
8.3
3.6

6.0
3.5

5.4
4.4
3.1

0.7
0.6

Latin
Economics
Education
Engineering
English
Pine Arts
Geology
German
Government
History
Linguistics
Mathematics
Music
Philosophy
Physics
Physiology
Psychology
Reading Course
Religion
Romance Languages

5.8

8.5

1.5
1.8
12.9
1.6
2.9
7.9

1.6

10.1
2.2

9.8
0.7
5.6
5.5
2.2
5.6
0.6
0.5
7.0

9.4
1.8

4.8

9.4

12.9
4.2
3.4
1.7
1.7
10.9
0.9
6.5
0.8

13.1
4.2
3.6
2.0
2.8
12.1
1.4
7.3
1.1

5.6

5.5

5.7

3.8

3.8

4.0
0.2
0.3
9.1

0.4
0.3
10.7

Italian

S'.1
0.2

Spanish

3.8

PTench

100.0

100.0

100.0

The largest gain in registration since pre•war years has been shown
by Economics, which also enlists the largest number of majors. Air
Science and Government, which did not exist as separate departments
before the war, have grown to sizeable proportions. Pine Arts and
Romance Languages likewise show marked increases, the latter with the
aid of Spanish, in particular, which has been enfranchised to stand on a
level with other languages. German has suffered the heaviest loss, and
Chemistry and Mathematics come next in that respect. Indeed, the Cur,
(4)

riculum Committee of the Faculty might well give serious thought to the
apparent drop in the interest shown by our students for the fields of
Mathematics and the natural sciences. We have strengthened the Mathe,
matics requirement recently, to be sure, but the registration last year in
Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics, and Physics amounted to less than one,
fifth of the total registration, whereas the same departments enrolled more
than one,fourth of the students in the thirties.

In concluding this section of my report, I present a tabulation of
the number of students who were registered in the various courses of the
College during the academic year 1949, 50. It will be noted that Mathe,
matics 101 has now passed English 101 in size to become the largest
course of the College. It will be noted also that the new numbers for
our courses are used for the first time in my reports. Unfortunately,
neither the Faculty, nor the students, nor, I am afraid, the Dean can
identify a course when using its new label. Time will take care of that,
however. A change in terminology was needed and long overdue. It
is well that we made a sweeping change and one that cannot cause con,
fusion by leaving any trace of similarity between the old and the new
patterns. If Owen Wister had written ..Philosophy Four" with reference
to a Trinity course under our old system of numbering, he would have
had to add the academic year to his title in order to convey any meaning
to a Trinity man.
REGISTRATION IN COURSES, 1949,50
Summer School•

i i
II)

!
Air Science
Air Science
Air Science
Air Science

II)

"Cl

i:I

N

..dIS

Js fs

II)

!

n n

101,102
201•202
301•302
401•402

7"J
9
13

74
9
13

30
41
1"J
8
21
9

30
41
1"J

16
69
"17

7

19
74
5'8
37

4

4

5'

27

26

Biology 101•102
Biology 201•202
Biology 301-302
Biology 303
Biology 401•402
Biology 403
Biology 404
Chemistry 101-102
Chemistry 103• 104
Chemistry 201•202
Chemistry 301
Chemistry 303•304
Chemistry 305'-306
Chemistry 310
Chemistry 311 • 312
Chemistry 401

Summer School•

Chemistry 403-404
Chemistry 407•408
Class. Civil. 201-202
Class. Civil. 203
Class. Civil. 204
Economics 201-202
Economics 203•204
Economics 301•302
Economics 303
Economics 304
Economics 306
Economics 308
Economics 309
Economics 311
Economics 31"1•316
Economics 401•402

21
8

1

1

"J

6

"J

Education
Education
Education
Education

44
"J

12
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371
373
374
376

i j

>.

:.e ~IE-t :ae
~E-t
6
6
9
9
109 113

49
22
7

7

7 172 168
l"Jt 82 80
3"J 36
30
29
8
31
37
9
14 13
6 40 40

5'

24
19

4

28

Summer School•

Summer School*

.a f j
.,, .,, ]e
~

!
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education

471,472
473
47S'
478
480

Engineering 131
Engineering 13 2
Engineering 23 3
Engineering 23S'-236
Engineering 238
Engineering 3 31•33 2
Engineering 334
Engineering 3 3 S'
Engineering 337-338
Engineering 431-432
Engineering 434
English 101•102
English 201
English 202
English 211-212
English 221
English 222
English 231
English 232
English 241•242
English 243-244
English 24S'-246
English 283
English 358
English 3S'9
English 361
English 362
English 373
English 374
English 381-382
English 401
English 402
English 491
English 492
Fine Arts 101
Fine Arts 102
Fine Arts 201-202
Fine Arts 203-204
Fine Arts 20S'•206
Fine Arts 207
Fine Arts 208
Fine Arts Tut.
French 101-102
French 111•112
French 1 ll• 112

l

u~
8
16

.a

-to
·c

.,,~

!

f-cE-t

7
30
21

1
7
2
3S'

36
3

3

12
24
16

1
8
19
10

1
1

21
11
H
17

,.

10
27
9

18
16
110
16
9
7
11
2
1

1

41t

3

3

60

76
9
12

Geology 101•102
Geology 201-202
Geology 204
Geology 20S'
Geology 207-208
Geology 210
Geology 211
Geology S21 S'
Geology 401

63
48

60
4S'
26

4

11
12

13S'
22
10
8

21
2
4S'
42
12

36t
S'7
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37
40
12

11 l0S'
68

,.

9
13
9
H
13
17
Ht
7
7

4

14
14
1

12

.,.

4 200 189

80
93
4
1
1

11
84

78
103
H
80

24
19
23
17
12

22
16
10

Italian 101•102

11

7
9

Latin 101•102
Latin 111
Latin 112
Latin 121-122

,.

st

,.

4
6

6
12

Hygiene 102

13
2

13
30

6

201
204
301
303
30S'
308
312
401
402

History 101-102
History 201-202
History 203
History 204
History 20 S' •206
History 207
History 208
History 307
History 308
History 311
History 312
History 321•322
History 401-402

13

9
9
Ht

f-c~

80
13
11

N

Greek 101-102
Greek 112
Greek 201
Greek 202
Greek 401-402

7
26
12

CJE-c

French 211•212
French 213-214
French 311•312

Government
Government
Government
Government
Government
Government
Government
Government
Government

9

4t
2

"Cl
s:I

German 101-102
German 111,112
German 211•212

18
10

241 239
14
H
H 14
71
63
23
18
1 129 122
1 18 16
30 31
7

2
1
2

-;.,, J b
10 ·a·c 0

Summer School•

.:JIt
V)

!
Latin 201-202
Linguistics 10 1
Mathematics 101
Mathematics 102
Mathematics 201
Mathematics 202
Mathematics 203
Mathematics 301
Mathematics 302
Mathematics 304
Mathematics 401
Music 101
Music 102
Music 301
Music 302
Philosophy 201
P~losophy 204
Philosophy 205
Philosophy 206
Philosophy 207
Philosophy 208
Philosophy 307
Philosophy 308
Philosophy 311
Philosophy 312
Philosophy 31 'f
Philosophy 316
Philosophy 401
Philosophy 402

.:JIt
V)

"O
i:I
N

Summer School•

j

:GU :ae
UE-i ~E-i
12
75
2n

2
7
6

.:JIt

b

V)

!
Physics 101
Physics 102
Physics 103
Physics 104
Physics 201
Physics 202
Physics 301
Physics 302
Physics 305
Physics 306
Physics 311
Physics 401
Physics 402
Psychology 141
Psychology 2 52
Psychology 2 'f 4
Psychology 2 H
Psychology 341-342
Psychology 3 'f 1
Psychology 36'$
Psychology 366
Psychology 369
Psychology 441-442
Reading Course
Religion 201
Religion 202
Spanish 101,102
Spanish 111-112
Spanish 211•212
Spanish 213•214

11
'$9

31
184

'$3

46

6
17
36

2

21
22
4
38
i;o

6
6
i;

16
21
90

6
27
23
98

41
'$3

8
10
3

33

1

40
21
10
7
6

i I
V)

"O
i:I
N

~! ·is~~
1S'
1S'

96
1

92
39
34
14
9
10
7
16
6
i;

4

i;

114

3
22
11
20
19

i;

i;

31
19
n
11
28

9
3

3

4
2

3
2

12
2
8
11
48
87
35
6

3
6
20
42
89
34

•summer School figures include Trinity students only
tDouble Course

The larger courses were divided into sections, naturally, and the sec,
tions established were almost without exception small and in no case un,
wieldy. The average number of students in a Trinity class last year was 19.
CURRICULUM
The Committee on Curriculum of the Faculty met twice monthly,
and sometimes more often, during the year in order to make a thorough
inventory of the College's course of study. Various .courses were added
or deleted as a result of the Committee's recommendations. In particular,
the curricula were examined as a whole from all angles. Our courses of
study for the most part, seemed to the Committee to be sound and practi,
cable, although a few spots of decay received considerable attention. A
report with suggestions for improvements was made to the Faculty in the
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spring and, after a prolonged discussion, several changes were introduced
into our programs. The most important include (a) a strengthening of
our ••major.. requirements, with five courses being the usual minimum in
any given field of concentration; (b) the abolition of our General Arts
major and a supplementary requirement obliging all students to complete
quantitatively the requirements of some major field; (c) the establishing
of curricula in the Psychology major to enable a student to qualify for
either an Arts or a Science degree in that field; (d) the founding of a sub,
College and non,credit course in Mathematics for Freshmen and a
definition of the circumstances under which certain students will be re,
quired to take that course; ( e) the providing of interdepartmental majors
of six courses, to be made available for interested students who receive
the approval of the departments concerned.
The Committee on Curriculum worked hard and deserves commenda,
tion. I should like to suggest to the Faculty, however, that a somewhat
smaller committee might be desirable in the future. Last year the number
of members was increased to fifteen on the hypothesis that representation
of all departments of the Faculty would permit the committee to receive
the opinions of all the segments of the staff whenever a new problem came
up for discussion. That is exactly what happened. It was useful, too,
but perhaps it was a trifle time,consuming in a year in which the agenda
were long and detailed. It occurs to me that a committee with eight or
ten members could function more effectively without sacrificing the desir,
able end of maintaining continued and close contact with the body that
it represents.
ACADEMIC CEREMONIES; COMMENCEMENT
The principal academic ceremonies to fall under the jurisdiction of .
the committee bearing that name were the opening chapel service in
September; the matriculation ceremony in February; the Honors Day
program in May; and the Baccalaureate service and Commencement exer,
cises in June. Academic processions were formed at the opening chapel
service, the Honors Day program, and at Commencement. It was my
impression, confirmed by reports from many of those who attended the
various exercises, that all the programs were well conceived and successful.
I commend to you the Commencement Committee for the part it played on
those occasions.
Honors Day was something new at Trinity. We planned originally
to call it Founders' Day and to hold the service on May 16th in commemo,
ration of the founding of the College. However, our present schedule
permits us to arrange an assembly of the entire student body only on
Tuesday and Thursday at one o'clock in the afternoon and plans for an
annual program on a fixed date were thus obviously infeasible. In any
case, the ceremony proved to be a dignified and appropriate means of
recognizing the academic achievements of those students who have won
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prizes and other honors during the year. Since Juniors, Sophomores, and
Freshmen are generally absent from the campus at the Class Day and
Commencement exercises, they have been unable to receive their awards
in person in the past years. To be sure, there are a few prizes and honors
that cannot be awarded until final grades have been recorded in June.
Most of the honors are available in May, though, and our experience last
year makes it desirable for us to retain Honors Day as a permanent annual
occasion.
The 124th Commencement of the College was held on Sunday, June
18, 1950. The Sunday date, which replaced for the second year the
traditional Mondays of the past, and the open air location in front of
Northam, are an ideal time and place for the exercises. The Field House
was made ready to accommodate an audience in case inclement weather
forced us indoors. It would be desirable in many respects to conduct the
Commencement ceremony on the second rather than the third Sunday
in June, but we are prevented from doing so by the length of the exam,
ination period, which last year required 22 sessions or 11 week days. It
could be shortened to 13 sessions if all the classes meeting in any given
sequence of hours were to receive their examinations simultaneously. The
Field House gives us space to handle groups of the size that would result,
although it is not available in February, when the same problem exists.
The chief drawback, however, would be the need for .t he larger sectioned
courses, which spread over several sequences of hours, to give di:fferent
examinations to three or four groups of students, all of whom have been
studying identical material. That would be undesirable pedagogically,
since it would destroy the uniformity of the courses affected. At present,
I am unable to suggest a method for resolving the problem.
Degrees in course, numbering 297, were granted at the June Com,
mencement as follows: Bachelor of Arts, 154; Bachelor of Science, 101;
Master of Arts, 40; Master of Science, 2. Seven of the degrees in course
were awarded in absentia. Degrees honoris causa were: Master of Arts,
2; Master of Science, 1; Doctor of Laws, 2; Doctor of Humane Letters, 3;
Doctor of Divinity, 2. Honors earned by recipients of baccalaureate
degrees and in various fields were distributed as follows: General Scholar,
ship, 2; Classics, 2; Economics, 1; Engineering, 1; English, 2; French, 1;
History, 4; Mathematics, 1.
FINANCIAL AID FOR STUDENTS
Although the funds available for scholarships were increased by 35%
in 1949, 50, we did no more than mark time in arriving at a solution of
that most pressing problem. Indeed, we lost a little ground, perhaps, for
we were able to award scholarships to 65% of the applicants in 1948,49
and to 60% in 1949, 50. The further increase of our funds by almost a
third in the coming academic year should certainly help us in keeping
abreast of the demand. Grants,in,aid made available by chapters of the
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Alumni Association in Hartford, New York, and Philadelphia amounted
to $3600. They were approved in each case by our Scholarship Commit,
tee and were most useful in eking out the financial aid that we could
provide for our students. In addition to the alumni grants, but not in,
eluding the G. I. Bill, students at Trinity received $3569 in scholarships
from sources outside the College, particularly from fraternal org~ations
and from foundations established for the purpose of giving financial help
to needy students.
The following table shows in several categories the amounts awarded
directly or indirectly to our students in 1949,50.
Scholarships _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $37,S19
Tuition remitted (to members and
families of the Faculty) _ _ _ _ _
1,036
Total _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

$38,555

Loans
Bursary Employment ( excluding Dining Hall)
Library _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $
Messengers _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Office work _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Academic work _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Union,Bookstore -·---------Chapel,choir, organists, etc. _ _ _

2,024
2,64S
1,769
2,460
9,884
1,589
2,264

Total _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
Dining Hall---a.sh earnings _ _ _ __
Value of meals for student employees

$20,611
$

620
7,255

Total _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Fellowships
Pru:es

$

7,875

$ 2,500
943

Total financial aid to students ......

$69,065

It should be observed also that the Placement Office, according to an
estimate made by Mr. J. F. Butler, found parMime positions off the campus
that enabled certain students to earn during the year a total of $46,660.
GRADES AND ACADEMIC RECORDS
Like our enrollment, the average grade of the undergraduate students
of the College soared to a new and lofty height. Last year's average of
77.4% represents a new record. If the year cannot be called epochal on
that basis, one can add the victory of the fraternity men, who surpassed
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the non,fratemity men in scholarship. The fraternities won by only a
hair's breadth, to be sure, but it was the first time that it had ever hap,
pened, at least as far as our records show.
The natural temptation to exult in commenting on the scholarship of
our student body is moderated for me by my conviction that the annual
ups and downs of the grade averages have but little real significance. No
doubt the students, and particularly the fraternity men, were more indus,
trious than usual last year and perhaps they possessed more aptitude for
college work than was true of student bodies of the past. I congratulate
the Trinity undergraduates most heartily for their achievements in 1949,
50. At the same time, I venture to remember that other and sometimes
intangible factors played a part in the improvement of the grade average.
Marking is not an exact science, for one thing. Then too, in any given
year, the bulls can gain the upper hand from the bears by sheer luck, so
to speak. Changes in curriculum or changes in schedule can have that
result. Furthermore, and unfortunately, there is always a battle of wits
going on in which students fight against advisers in order to achieve ad,
mission in larger numbers to subjects that seem to promise higher grades
and less work. Sometimes the students manage to avoid Mr. X so that
they may derive all the benefit they can from Mr. Y's reputation for
greater leniency. Trinity is by no means unique in that respect. It is
true, though, that the fortunes of war in that underground battle can
account for a shift of as much as two or three per cent in the average
grade for the year. There is nothing startling about a "C" average,
whether it be 73 or 77. Incidentally, the average of the College's final
grades for the twenty,five years from 1925 to 1950 is 74.7. During the
past five years the respective averages were:
Grades in per cent

1945,46

1946,47

1947,48

1948,49

1949,50

75.9

76.6

76.3

75.9

77.4

Distinctions between the various components of the student body
show these results:
Veterans
Non,Veterans _,, ___ _
Resident _ _ _ __
Non,Resident
Married _ _ _ __
Single _ _ _ _ __

Fraternity
77.46
Neutral Body ---···-·- 77.38
Seniors _ _ _ __ 79.9
Juniors _ _ _ __ 77.8
Sophomores _ __
77.1
Freshmen _ _ __
75.1

78.4
77.1
76.8
78.4
78.4
77.3

This is an improvement right across the board. Further comment is
hardly necessary, save in the case of the fraternity men. To explain the
spurt in their average and their unaccustomed standing above or at least
in a virtual tie with the non,fraternity men, one need only refer to the
deferred rushing plan instituted last year. In fact, there was no rushing
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at all in 1949, SO, excepting the cases of a few transfer students and other
upperclassmen. The new plan for fraternity pledging requires that the
fraternities wait until their prospective members have become Sopho,
mores. Naturally, there are no Freshmen in the fraternities, and the
comparatively lower average of the Freshman Class does not affect the
fraternity grades. At the same time, it must be admitted that the several
fraternities here made a sincere effort to improve their standing last year.
Four chapters attained averages higher than that of the whole student
body. Tau Alpha won the Fraternity Scholarship Cup with the very
creditable average of 81.5. The results of the competition for the Cup
are shown in the following table:
Average grade

in per cent

Tau Alpha _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

81.5
79.0
78.5
77.8
Theta Xi - - - - - - - - - - - 77.0
Sigma N u - - - - - - - - - - - - Psi Upsilon _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
76.7
Delta Psi _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
76.0
Delta Kappa Epsilon _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
76.0
Alpha Delta Phi _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
75.2
All Fraternity (77.5)
Whole College (77.4)

Delta P h i - - - - - - - - - - Alpha Chi Rho _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

More informative, perhaps, than the average grade in per cent is the
pattern that shows how our grades are distributed. It also shows that
we gave more ••A's" and ••B's" last year and fewer ••n•s" and ••F's".
Again, improved scholarship of the students was an important factor, but
not the only one, in the shift. We have no regulations at Trinity College,
I am glad to say, that oblige us to follow a curve in furnishing marks for
our students. I nnd it interesting, nevertheless, to see what we actually
do as a Faculty in parceling out our grades.
DISTRIBUTION OF GRADES, PAST FIVE YEARS
TOTAL GJLADES (Actual Numbers)
June,

A

1946
1947
1948
1949

28S
564
492
466

19S0
Total

B

C

D

F

Total

532

111
181
186
215
125

1692
3989
4228
4237
4277

818

18423

S58

475
1263
1327
1354
1506

1439
1472
1470

289
676
784
730
618

2365

5925

6218

3097

130S
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June,

1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
All five years

PERCENTAGE OF A',, B'1, C's, D's, F's
A
B
C
F
D

Total

16.8
14.1
11.6
11.0
13.0
12.8

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

28.1
31.7
31.4
32.0
35.2
32.2

31.4
32.7
34.0
34.7
34.4

33.8

17.1
17.0
18.6
17.2
14.5
16.8

6.6
4.5
4.4
5.1
2.9
4.4

Dean's List averages of 85% or better wer~ obtained by 126 men at
the end of the Christmas Term and by 133 men at the end of the Trinity
Term. The corresponding figures in the preceding year were 97 and
100. In June, 1950, seventeen students were elected to membership in
Phi Beta Kappa.
The reverse of the medal, showing the scholastic deficiencies that
called for disciplinary action, likewise reflects the high point in scholar,
ship that was reached by our student body last year. Fewer required
withdrawals and cases of men put on probation occurred last year than
in any other year of our recent history, which is natural enough in view
of the exceptionally high grades obtained by our students. For compari,
son, I give the figures that pertain to 1948,49 as well as 1949,50:
1948-49

February
Freshmen
Upperclassmen
June
Freshmen
Upperclassmen
Total for Year

February
Freshmen
Upperclassmen
June
Freshmen
Upperclassmen

Probation

Required
withdrawal

28
35

0
9

14
16

7
8

93

24

26
16

7

5
8

3
7

55

17

1949-50

Total for Year

0

In fine, all statistics regarding scholarship at Trinity in 1949,50 in,
elude record,breaking performances by our student body. No matter
what the reasons therefor may have been, the achievements of the students
were real and unusual and I commend them to you for having earned
especial approbation from the College.
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STUDENT AFFAIRS
Campus morale is a vital force in the College. It may lie dormant
and the consequence of its inertia may be very destructive to growth,
yet when properly active it is a source of refreshing energy and stimula,
tion. Its effects are so clearly perceptible that one may well hold that it
can be measured. The spirit with which a young man enters upon his
college life each year .has much to do with the morale of the institution.
It was generally conceded last year that the campus morale stood at
a high point. All student activities were powered by that desirable yet
highly volatile essence and were conducted on a high plane of efficiency.
The tone and conduct of the undergraduate life of the College during
the past year was for the most part a source of general satisfaction. The
student Senate, under the presidency of Jay E. Geiger, was responsible in
no small degree for promoting and controlling student activities to the
best interests of the College. Especial mention should be made of the
wholesome influence of the Tripod in its editorial policy. The coopera,
tion of the Interfraternity Council, the Freshmen Executive Council, and
the Medusa was also most commendable.
All this is not to say that there were no ..gripes" to be heard from
the students. There were some and there always are. In any case,
such complaints as were made received as much attention as reason could
demand and discussions were carried on objectively and without bitter,
ness. Most of the issues of that sort were minor ones, in reality and, I
am sorry to say, probably perennial. The year was normal, in other
words. There were occasional surface indications of student behavior on
the campus that may warrant public criticism, and yet when rationally
viewed in relationship to the life of most adult communities of the nation,
one is forced to hold that campus life ranks as high or higher.
Our control of student conduct has been based upon the assumption
that the student comes to college for a definite purpose. Current criticism
to the contrary, the fact stands that the college student is definitely a
student. In many instances this is true in a lesser degree than could be
desired, but the man on our campus is a man who seeks knowledge. We
deal with him as such a man and he responds to that treatment. Apropos
to this relationship of the administration and the student body, it is my
firm conviction that rules and regulations should be as few as efficiency
will permit and that our policy should be to develop a spirit of responsi,
bility in an atmosphere of freedom held with honor. It is useless, not to
say destructive to the very purpose of higher education, to hedge in
student life with narrow and impotent laws that engender resentment
and encourage evasion.

If one were to hope for further advance or improvement in student
affairs, it would center, probably, in the extension of a more active and
positive leadership by a larger number of the students nurtured in an
( 14)
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atmosphere of privileged responsibility. The average undergraduate
everywhere finds it difficult to assert himself very forcefully in matters
dealing with conduct and custom--excepting, of course, to guard and
protect the latter if need be with his life! His normal method of expres,
sion is through representative student organizations. On our campus,
that representative function is performed by the Medusa and by elective
senior organizations of which the most active is the Senate. This under,
graduate governing body, thanks to the tactful and understanding guid,
ance of Dean Clarke, is becoming each year an increasingly influential
factor in the control of many phases c;,f student life. In time it will in,
evitably take over a still larger share of leadership and responsibility.
SUMMER SCHOOL, 1949, AND EXTENSION, 1949,50
The death of Dr. Irwin A. Buell after a lingering and incapacitating
illness during the winter and spring months was of course the event that
comes at once to the mind of anyone who undertakes to report on the
Summer School and Extension of 1949,50. Dr. Buell had been the Direc,
tor of those divisions through the many years since they were first estab•
lished. Unquestionably, his able supervision of the Summer School and
Extension and the untiring attention that he gave to their problems were
responsible for their growth to become important adjuncts of the College
and the community. The great loss sustained by the College is obvious
and I cannot refrain from adding a word to express the sorrow that I
feel as a person at the departure of a good friend and respected colleague.
After having tried for one year the short,term summer school of six
weeks, we returned to the ten,week plan in the summer of 1949 with
classes meeting for 7 5 minute periods every day in the week including
Saturday. In the 1949 Summer School we enrolled 442 students in the
first five,week period and 324 in the second five weeks. The first session
included 107 regular TriniW students and 335 students from our Extension
or from other schools; there were 265 men and 70 women in that cate,
gory. In the second session the figures were: Trinity students, 88; Exten,
sion and other schools, 2 36, including 187 men and 49 women. Graduate
students studying for a Master's degree numbered 78. Summer students
included men and women from 89 colleges other than Trinity.
During the last months of the academic year 1949,50 the Extension
was administered capably by Professor Robert M. Vogel, who has since
been appointed Director of Summer School and Extension. The Exten,
sion had a registration of 343 as of October, 1949. There were 64 women
and 126 graduate students. The Extension faculty n'l;lmbered 28 teachers,
of whom 12 were members of our regular college staff.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND ATHLETICS
A report from Mr. Ray Costing, Director of Physical Education,
summarizes the work of his department and intercollegiate athletics at
Trinity last year:
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wrhe new emphasis in our Physical Education program, requmng
students to earn credits in several individual sports in addition to the
always popular team sports worked very well in its first full year of opera,
tion. A sensible approach to a life,time of physical fitness is now being
emphasized by means of creating greater interest, knowledge, and skill
in the sports which one can pursue after graduation from college. Fresh,
men and Sophomores are required to take eight half,semester courses.
These include touch football, soccer, softball, tennis, golf, basketball,
volleyball, swimming, squash, and gymnasium activities such as apparatus,
tumbling, calisthenics, and group games. Advanced classes are offered in
the type sports which have the carryover values such as golf, tennis,
swimming, and squash.
"The intercollegiate sport season at Trinity was one of the best in
the long history of the College, perhaps the best. The combined major
and minor sports teams won a total of 86 contests while losing 48, or
64 per cent. Considering only the major sports, football, basketball,
swimming, baseball, and track, the record was even more impressive with
45 victories and only 12 defeats, or 80 per cent. The Freshman teams
also enjoyed notable success in major sports competition with 27 victories
and 12 defeats. This Freshman record should enable the varsity teams to
continue its winning ways for it was the fine group of material in the
Sophomore class which fired the varsity squads to their many victories
during the past season. The varsity teams also were helped by some very
outstanding Juniors and Seniors who provided the necessary experience
and steadiness.
"The varsity football team enjoyed the greatest success with an un,
defeated and untied record. This is the second time this feat has been
accomplished. The other year was 1934. Two other Trinity football
teams have been unbeaten but played one or more games ending in a
tie score. This unbeaten record for the 1949 football team enables Trinity
to climb finally about the 500 mark in football victories since this sport
began in 1877. The over,all record now stands 203 victories, 201 losses,
and 33 ties.
"The basketball and baseball teams also enjoyed unusually fine sea,
sons with 14,3 and 14,4 records respectively. In football, Trinity keeps
strictly in its own class but in these two sports some of the larger colleges
were met and in some cases defeated. Both these sports have been greatly
aided by the excellent facilities of the new Memorial Field House.
"The soccer team was also notably successful with a 4, 1, 1 record.
Because of the student interest in this fall sport it was voted to add soccer
to the major sports list starting in the fall of 1950.
"The swimming team enjoyed a 6,3 winning season. Fred Kirschner
established a new college record in the breaststroke and the 400 yd. relay
team also improved on the best previous mark.
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••The track team brought national recognition to the College due to
the outstanding performance of Robert Jachens in the high jump. Bob
was unbeaten in his specialty, winning the Eastern Intercollegiate Track
Association title, setting a new meet record, and then placed first in the
IC4A meet in New York, the first IC4A champion Trinity has ever had.
This jump was 6 feet 61/s inches, which also topped the old Trinity record
by over 4 inches.
..William Pitkin of Hartford became the second blanket award winner
since the award was started in 1935 by earning a total of nine major sports
letters.
••In general the sports program at Trinity is expanding. Our aim is
to give as many students as possible the opportunity to participate on
some team whether it is intercollegiate, intramural, or during physical
education classes. In this connection it is interesting to note that the
student participation on intramural teams was slightly higher than in any
previous year and that informal intercollegiate schedules were carried out
in lacrosse, fencing, and golf, although these sports have not been recog,
nized to date.••
PLACEMENT BUREAU
Excerpts follow from the interesting and thorough report of Mr.
John F. Butler, Director of Placement:
..The past academic year, contrary to advance reports, was not a
depression year for the 1950 graduate. Newspapers, magazines and Labor
Department bulletins predicted that the employment market would not
be able to absorb the many numbers. It was true that competition for
jobs was keen; companies were more selective and demanded more initia,
tive from the job-seeker, but the Trinity •so graduate met the competition
fairly well. It was encouraging to hear from company officials that Trinity
men were well prepared and realistic in their approach to job interviews.
•1he •so Class numbered 223 men, and 217 were registered with
the Placement Office. The following statistics show the present disposi,
tion of the class:
Admitted and going to graduate schools _ _ _ _ _ _
61
27.4%
Admitted by graduate school, but no decision
by the graduate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
2
.9
Graduates already employed _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 108
48.4
Graduates where no final acceptance has been made by
company or graduate school; or no information on hand 24
10.8
Graduates traveling; postponing job-hunting _ _ _ _
9
4
Graduates unemployed who want jobs _ _ _ _ _ _ _
13
5.8
Graduates not registered in the Placement Office
6
2. 7
223
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100.0%

"Seventy,six (76) seniors applied to graduate schools and as of this
date sixty,four (64) were accepted; in this group three (3) are still un,
decided about going. Thirteen ( 13) have not been admitted to date and
their chances seem rather remote. The percentage of those going, 27.4%,
is slightly more than last year's 26.1 %.
"One hundred forty,one (141) seniors registered this year for em,
ployment opportunities. As of this date, one hundred eight (108),
48.4%, of the entire class or 76% of those desiring jobs, are employed.
The largest number, 26, again this year went with industrial firms, followed
by 22 in insurance and 20 in the fields of merchandising and general sales.
In 1949 the Placement Office had contact with 324 companies, and this
year 49 new companies were added. Advance reports indicated that there
would_be fewer companies visiting colleges this year; however, 44 com,
panies came to Trinity in 1950, 3 more than in 1949. Four hundred
twenty,four (424) interviews were held on campus and approximately
1,000 referrals were made to seniors for off,campus interviews. The salary
·range for 1950 was $1,800 to $3,200, and the average salary was approxi,
mately the same as in 1949-$2,600.
"One problem that is familiar to all small colleges is the difficulty in
attracting some of the large companies to Trinity. Many of them believe
that it is more worthwhile to visit large universities, where they can inter,
view several hundred men on a two to three day visit. However, we do
find that once we are able to persuade large companies to visit Trinity,
they return. They like the calibre of our men: they enjoy meeting our
faculty; and they find that we know our men personally, and, as a result,
they can find out more about our men."
Career Counseling Program

'The Career Counseling Program this year had its largest attendance,
327. It was encouraging to see that many of our freshmen, sophomores
and juniors, as well as the seniors, were present. I had hoped to run this
program during the Christmas Term this coming year, as it would be of
more value to the seniors before their interviews in the spring. However,
how the present foreign situation will affect the employment picture next
year is a problem. The following meetings were held in the Trinity
Term of 1950:
1.

Feb. 20:

Mr. E. S. Grant, Vice,Pres. of Industrial Relations, Allen
Mfg. Co.-Topic, THE PERSONNEL FIELD and YOUR
FIRST JOB INTERVIEW.

2.

Feb. 27:

Mr. H. Dudley Cotton '48, J. B. Williams Co.-Topic, A
RECENT GRADUATE'S EXPERIENCE IN'EMPLOY,
MENT.

3.

Mar. 6:

Mr. G. W. Skilton, Comptroller, Conn. General Life Ins.
Co.-Topic, INSURANCE AS A CAREER.
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4.

Mar. 13:

Mr. D. A. Horne, Asst. Vice,Pres., Central Hanover Bank
& Trust Co.-Topic BANKING AS A CAREER.

5. Mar. 20: · Mr. Dudley Darling, Personnel Dept., TIME, lnc.-Topic,
MAGAZINE PUBLISHING AS A CAREER.
6.

Mar. 27:

Mr. DuBois, Director of Training at Scovill Mfg. Co., was
to speak on MANUFACTURING AS A CAREER, but
was unable to because of illness.

7.

Apr.

3:

Mr. L. G. Bruggeman, Charles Hoyt Agency-Topic,
ADVERTISING AS A CAREER.

8.

May 1:

Mr. C. G. DeLaney, Manager of WTHT, and Mr. W. B.
Haase, Manager of WDRC, spoke on RADIO AS A
CAREER.''
COLLEGE HEALTH SERVICE

The following is submitted as the report of Dr. Francis L. Lundborg,
Medical Director:
..The Medical Department submits its report of the Health Service
for the college year 1949, 50.
••An medical histories and physical examination reports presented by
entering students were reviewed for general health and restricting disa,
bilities. Men out for sports were given any necessary rechecks for fitness
to participate.
..There were seen in the medical office 1830 students with 26 being
confined for a total of 72 days. Eleven students were seen in their rooms
at either fraternity house or dormitory. As in the past, March 1950 had
the most calls with 326; October 1949 was next with 252; and December
1949 with 227.
••of excused absences by resident students, 119 men reported 139
absences for a loss of 535 days. The majority were for one or two
absences and these were mostly of one to three days duration. However,
one student with dermatitis lost 22 days; and another would have lost 75
days of Trinity Term if he had not withdrawn from college. These figures
are below those of last year.
••of excused non,resident students, 13 7 reported 2 70 absences for a
loss of 703 days. All figures are above those of last year.
••It appears as though the non,resident students acquired more ill,
nesses or took advantage of their living off campus.
••There were 15 admissions to Hartford Hospital for various injuries,
illnesses and surgery. These included fractured tibia, dislocated elbow,
three cases of appendicitis, infected wound of knee, intestinal parasite
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(acquired off campus), shoulder injury for repair, sinusitis, infectious
mononucleosus, operation for hydrocele, dermatitis and virus hepatitis
with a latent psychiatric problem manifested during convalescence. An,
other physchiatric problem withdrew from college early in the year. The
one case of mumps developed one week after the student returned from
his Christmas holiday.
"Employees of the dining hall and cafeteria were examined. The
kitchens were inspected frequently. A caloric evaluation of the menu
revealed a deficiency for active students and this was corrected.
"Recommendations:
1. All students entering college present x,ray reports of chest.
2.
3.

Fresh appet~ing salads be restored to the menu.
Composition of student council on Dining Hall and Food be
of Juniors, Sophomores and a Freshman added after mid,
year. Seniors lose interest because of future plans on
leaving college."
VETERANS OFFICE: GUIDANCE

Let me quote from and commend to you the report of Professor John
E. Candelet, Veterans' Counselor:
"During the year the following groups of veterans have been served:
Graduate
72
Sophomores
44
Seniors
89
Freshmen
3
Juniors
56
Extension
75
"In common with other colleges there has occurred a substantial
decrease in enrollment of undergraduate veterans during the past academic
year. However, it is interesting to note that the veteran enrollment in
the graduate division has increased from 41 students in the 1948,49
academic year to 72 students in the 1949,50 academic year."
"The Veterans Administration during the past year has been especi,
ally concerned about the matter of satisfactory academic progress whether
on the part of graduates, undergraduates, or extension students. This is
in line with the government's announced policy of eliminating academic
'riders,.,,
"A representative of the Veterans Administration calls at the college
once a month to discuss any problems concerning P.L. 16 students. Other,
wise the college is entirely responsible for the program of such students,
just as in the case of P.L. 346 students under the so,called 'G.I. Bill.,
''During the past year an increasing number of P.L. 346 students have
run into the problem of expiring entitlement. The campus veterans' office
has watched this carefully, first, in order to notify the veteran so that
he will be able to take care of his college expenses after he has ceased
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to be a beneficiary under the G.I. Bill; second, to see that the veteran,
wherever possibl~, becomes the beneficiary of that provision in the law
which states that if entitlement expires after the mid,point of the semester
the vete·ran will have tuition and subsistence paid by the Veterans Admin,
istration for the whole semester.••
Advising Counseling
"For the first time the Strong 'Vocational Test for Men• was admini,
stered to all members of the freshman class in September, 1949. This
represents a change from the Kuder test which had been used for several
years. The results of the testing were highly gratifying and it is planned
to use the test again next fall with the incoming class. By the end of the
first semester there was indicated a marked correlation between unsatis,
factory performance in college and a field of study not in line with Strong
test results. All such students were interviewed immediately, the results
of the testing were explained, and the circumstances of their unsatisfactory
performance were analyied. Most of these students were changed, upon
agreement, to some other field of study more in line with the test results.
It is believed, therefore, that action on the results of the testing was, in
large measure, responsible for the extremely low mortality in the fresh,
man class.
"Juniors and Seniors, having taken the Kuder test in their freshman
year were permitted to take the Strong test if they so desired.
"Limited use of the Strong test has indicated that it will be valuable
to the college in guiding students into academic areas in which they have
indicated aptitudes.••
The following is a list of the· publications, research projects, and
public activities of our faculty for the academic year 1949,50:
OFFICE OF THE DEAN
Arthur H. Hughes, Dean
"Should You Go To College?" introduction to "Opportunities in Higher Educa,
tion," Bulletin 46, State Department of Education, Hartford, 19f0, also
co-editor of this bulletin.
With Henry C. Herge, ..History and Control of Higher Education in Connecti,
cut, .. manuscript prepared at request of Governor's Fact-Finding Committee
on Education for inclusion in final report of the Committee.
'"Comparative Literature and German "-paper read before German Section of
New England Modern Language Association at Yale University, May, 19f0.
"If I Were You"-Commencement address, University of Bridgeport, 1949.
Joseph C. Clarke, Dean of Students
President of the New England Swimming Coaches Association.
Member of the Board of Directors-Good Will Boys Club. Chairman, Physical
Committee.
Member of the Board of Directors, Hartford Times Farm Corporation.
Member of the Water Safety Committee American Red Cross.
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DEPARTMENT OP BIOLOGY
T. H. Bissonnette, Professor
Chapter on, The Perret, in Book ..The Breeding and Care of Laboratory Animals"
Edited by Dr. E. J. Parris of Wiston Institute of Anatomy and Biology.
Published by John Wiley fi Sons, in October, 1949.
Lecture, October, 1949, to Springfield section of American Association for the
Advancement of Science on Photoperiodic Control of Coat Color Changes
in Weasels.
Member of Committee on Handbook of Biological Data of National Research
Council, U.S.A. and American Institute of Biological Sciences.
J. Wendell Burger, Associate Professor
A Review of Experimental Investigations on Seasonal Reproduction in Birds.
The Wilson Bulletin. 61: 211•230. 1949.
The U. S. Quarterly Book Review, Library of Congress. Several annotations.
Bulletin Mt. Desert Island Biological Laboratory, 19,-0: 1•48 (Editor) .
Director: Mr. Desert Island Biological Laboratory.
Chairman: Hartford Hospital School of Nursing.
Robert W. Harrington, Jr., Assistant Professor
Member of the Health Education Committee of The Greater Hartford Tuber,
culosis and Public Health Society, Inc.
DEPARTMENT OP CLASSICAL LANGUAGES
J. A. N otopoulos, Professor
,
..The Platonism of Shelley: A Study of Platonism and the Poetic Mind," Duke
University Press, 1949. Pp :x:iii-671.
..The Shropshire Lad and Plato," Classical Weekly XLIII {19f0), pp.122, 17,.,
Review of ..New Shelley Letters;• edited by W. S. Scott, •The South Atlantic
Quarterly," 1949, pp. 261 -262.
Review of ..A New Introduction to Greek," by A.H. Chase and H. Phillips. Jr .•
..Classical Philology" 4f (19f0), 141.
..The Contribution of classical Scholarship to Men as an Individual," paper
read at the Princeton Conference on ..The Goals of Scholarsl!ip in the
Classics," September, 1949. To be published later by Princeton University
Press.
Read a paper on Homer, was a speaker on a panel discussion on the teaching of
beginning Greek. and was a member of the Resolutions Committee of the
American Philological Association, at the annual Christmas meeting held
in Baltimore.
Albert Merriman, Instructor
Review of classical books for Hartford Courant.
DEPARTMENT OP ECONOMICS
L. W. Towle, Professor
.. Gold" November, 1949, Hartford Chapter Chartered Life Underwriters .
..The Economic Outlook" February, 19,-0, Typographers. Hartford Chapter of
Connecticut.
Member of Hartford City Plan Commission.
Consultant, Mount Holyoke Institute on the United Nations.
Chairman. Third Mercantile Minimum Wage Board. State of Connecticut.
DEPARTMENT OP ENGINEERING
H. J. Lockwood. Professor
President of the Hartford Engineers Club.
Consulting Engineer, Vulcan Radiator Company of Hartford.
Member of the American Arbitration Association,
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DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
M. S. Allen, Professor
Lecture on '"The Method of Modern Poetry" March ts', 19S'O at Oxford School.
President, New England College English Association.
T. L. Hood Associate Professor
"A Scliolar's Creative Best," The Hartford Courant Magazine, January 8, 19S'O,
p. 19.
"Pore Poe is Daid," The Hartford Courant Magazine, May 1-4, 19S'O, p. ts'.
Lecture on "Some Western Mark Twain Stories,.. delivered at the Annual Meet•
ing of the Mark Twain Library and Memorial Commission in Hartford,
June, 19,.0.
K. W. Cameron, Assistant Professor
Continued progress on a projected two-volume work, to be entitled "Emerson's
Apprentic~p."
Deposited in the Yale Manuscript Division a five-volume typescript of materials
for a life of Bp. John Williams, former president of Trinity College.
Appointed special consultant on American Literature for the "New Century
Cyclopedia of Names" and contributed the article on "Emerson."
J. B. McNulty, Assistant Professor
Review of Judson Lyon, "The Excursion," by William Wordsworth, in "Modern
Language Quarterly."
R. M. Vogel, Assistant Professor
Completed speech textbook which will be used experimentally in Fall classes.
Reviewed several books for the Hartford Courant,
M. Savin, Instructor
"Thomas William Robertson: His Plays and Stagecraft," published by the
Brown University Press, 19S'0, 146 pp.
DEPARTMENT OF FINE ARTS
J.C. E. Taylor, Assistant Professor
Completed advertising material for the C. T. Kingston Insurance Agency of
Hartford, summer 1949.
Completed 2 drawings for M. Swift & Sons of Hartford, February, 19S'O.
Completed drawings for Trinity College plate, Afril, 1949.
Completed drawings for Trinity College Chape Baptismal Font, October, 1949.
Exhibited paintings in several exhibitions.
Lecture on "Church Architecture" to Young Adults' Club, West Hartford Con•
gregational Church, February, 19,.0.
Lecture on the "Impressionist Theory and Method" to Jewellers' Association,
Spring of 19,-0, Seabury Hall, Trinity College, with M. N. Pappas.
M. N. Pappas, Instructor
Exhibited paintings in:
Faculty Art Exhibit Trinity College, 1949.
Avery Memorial, Hartford Connecticut Academy Exhibit, February, 19S'O.
Avery Memorial, Hartford Connecticut Arts Association, April, 19,.0.
Murals executed at Heublein Hotel, December, 1949 and Connecticut Cafeteria.
June, 19S'0.
Lecture at Avery Memorial in Annual Connecticut Academy Exhibit, February,
1949.

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY .
E. L. Troxell, Professor
Revision of '"The Geology of the Trinity Campus," Trinity College Bulletin,
April, 19S'0.
Executive Committee of the Association of American State Geologists, also
Nominating and Auditing Committee.
Connecticut Natural Resources Council (Development Commission) Resources
Plan Committee.
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S. W. Stone, Instructor
..Rocle and Minerals of Connecticut," State Geological and Natural Histoor
Survey-Misc. Series No. 11 September, 1949.
Acted as istructor for Central New England Study Group of The Gemological
Institute of America.
DEPARTMENT OF GOVERNMENT
L. L. Barber, Jr .• Assistant Professor
Twenty•one reviews of books on public affairs, in Hartford Courant.
Twenty•eight talks before groups such as Leagues of Women Voters, church,
high school, and college clubs, etc.., on several governmental subjects, pri•
marily state reorganization (II). Ot special note:
New England Political Science Association, Bennington, Vt., April,
..Connecticut State Reorganization".
Mt. Holyoke Intercollegiate Conference on International Relations,
April, .. Quaker Proposals for US,Soviet Relations".
Hartford Jewish Community Center: series of four forums on modem
political theories, with Professor John Stafford, St. Joseph College.
Director, American Veterans Committee School for State Reorganization, State
Capitol, March.
Board of Directors, Hartford Citizens Charter Committee.
Legislative Action Committee, Connecticut Council of Churches.
New England College Activities Committee, American Friends Service Committee.
Chairman, Hartford Chapter, American Veterans Committee.
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
D. G. B. Thompson, Associate Professor
Book reviews for the Hartford Courant.
Continued progress on book describing the influence of the Middle Atlantic
States on the development of the United States.
Speaker at Dinner Meeting of the Middle States Council for the Social Studies
held at Houston Hall, University of Pennsylvania, April, 19S'0. Title of
address ..The Middle Atlantic States and their Influence and the Develop•
ment of the Nation."
Lectures on historical subjects at Oxford School, Loomis School, South Windsor
Historical Society and elsewhere.
Member of Executive Board of UNESCO Council, Hartford; also on Nominating
Committee, 19S'0.
Re-elected Trustee of Finch Junior College.
Re-elected Governor of the Society of the Descendants of the Founders of
Hartford.
Member of Advisory Committee appointed by Town Manager and Council of
Bar Harbor.
R. Shaw, Assistant Professor
Gave eighteen public lectures.
Wrote six articles for Cavalry Journal, Social Science Magazine and Military
Engineer.
Book reviews for Hartford Courant, The Churchman, and America.
Member of the National Committee, Unitarian Relief for Germany.
Member of the Refugee Committee, Center Church, Hartford.
Re-elected trustee of Rollins College.
Re-appointed to Board of Hartford Foreign Policy Association ..
Represented Trinity at Colgate conference on American Foreign Policy, July,
1950.

Annual Award Committee, Society American Military Engineers.
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G. B. Cooper, Assistant Professor
Review of Hayes, Baldwin, Cole ..History of Europe.. in ..Social Studies,..
_Spring, 1949.
W eeldy reviews in Hartford Courant on history and biography.
Work on ..British Administration in 18th Century.. to be published by Yale
Press.
Gave winter lecture series at Y.M.C.A.
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS
H. L. Dorwart, Professor
..An Early American Unpublished Work in Mathematics,•• accepted for publi,
cation in Sc!ipta Mathematica.
..Unquenchable Thirst for Knowledge," January 24, 195'0, Amherst, Massachu,
setts. (Conn. Valley Math. Collqquium) .
..Matrix Solutions of Simultaneous Equations,.. February, 195'0, Hartford, Con,
necticut, ( Sigma Pi Sigma).
Member of Board of Governors, Mathematical Association of America.
E. N. Nilson, Assistant Professor
In preparation: joint paper with J. L. Walsh (Harvard) on the characteriiation
of overconvergence and lacunary structure.
Seven reviews in ..Mathematical Reviews."
Member of the Executive Committee, Bloomfield P.T.A.
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
C. E. Watters, Professor
Lecture on ••Guild Examinations, Present and Future•• at Conclave of Deans
and Regents of the American Guild of Organists (National meeting) at
New York City, December, 1949.
Recital at St. Thomas Chapel, New York City, January, 195'0.
Two All-Bach recitals, Worcester Art Museum, April and May, 195'0.
DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY, PSYCHOLOGY AND EDUCATION
B. W. Means, Assistant Professor of Philosophy
.
Lecture on .. Social Expediency and the Golden Rule", The Scrooby Club of the
Asylum Hill Church, April 30, 195'0.
Secretary of the Board of Trustees, Hartt Musical Foundation.
Curriculum Committee of Hartt Musical Foundation.
·
Chairman of the Prudential Committee of the Brookfield Congregational Church.
W. S. Ray, Assistant Professor Psychology
A Laboratoiz Manual for Social Psychology-in press.
Lecture on •Psychodrama" at the Newington Veterans Hospital, March 7 and
April 7, 195'0.
'
Lecture on ..Leadership" at the Hartford Y.W.C.A. for State 4-H Club Leaders,
February _8, 195'0.
Le·cture on ••Nature of Our World" at Center Church, March 16, 195'0.
President, Connecticut Valley Association of Psychologists.
Council member, Connecticut State Psychological Society.
Treasurer, Eastern Psychological Association.
Chairman, Apparatus Procurement Committee (a committee of experimental
psychologists).
Chairman, Committee on the Teaching of Social Psychology, Society for the
Psychological Study of Social Issues, a division of the American Psychological Association.
Chairman, World Service Committee, Center Church, Hartford.
Member, Mayor's ••curfew Committee ...
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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
R. Oosting, Director
Series of articles appearing twice a week in the Hartford Times on "Basketball"
during months of January, February, and March.
On Panel at annual meetin_g of the American Physical Education Association
held at Atlantic City. Topic "College Requirements in Physical Education."
New Enfland representative, National Basketball Rules Committee.
Board o Directors, National College Basketball Coaches Association .
. DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS
F. W. Constant, Professor
Reviews in Hartford Courant of:
Millikan's Autobiographt,
••out of My Later Years, • by Einstein.
Planck's Autobiography.
·
••Relativity," by Franck.
••The Meaning of Relativity;" by Einstein.
BiograRhy of Einstein, by Infeld and several other similar books.
Lecture on •Peacetime Afplication of Atomic Energy".
Vernon Center Mens Club, January, 19S'O.
Bloomfield Lions' Club, December, 1949.
Committee on Examinations, American Public Health Association.
R. F. McCune, Assistant Professor
Paper on "Graphical Method for Determining Galvanometer Characteristics" in
conjunction with W. D. Knight.
Lecture at the American Association of Physics Teachers, Wesleyan University,
Middletown, Conn.
DEPARTMENT OF RELIGION
G. B. O'Grady, Jr., Chaplain and Assistant Professor of Religion
Lectures and Addresses:
Trinity Church, Hartford; Student Christian Movement Conference, Storrs,
Conn.; The Hartford Clericus, Hartford; The Woman's Auxiliary, Trinity
Church, Wethersfield, Conn.; Diocesan Conference on the Ministry, Hart•
ford; Woman's Auxiliary, Trinity Church, Hartford; Yale University Chris•
tion Mission, New Haven, Conn.; Woman's Auxiliary, St. Andrew's Church,
Yonkers, N. Y.; Greater Hartford Council of Church Women, Hartford.
Preachings, various titles--St. Michael's Church, Marblehead, Mass.; W estmins•
ter School, Simsbury, Conn.; Taft School, Watertown, Conn.; Miss Porter's
School, Farmington, Conn.; Williams College, Williamstown, Mass.; Pom,
fret School, Pomfret, Conn.; Loomis School, Windsor, Conn.; Trinity
Church, Newport, R. I.; St. Paul's Church, Albany, N. Y.; Vassar College,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; South Kent School, Kent, Conn.; Choate School,
Wallingford, Conn.
Chairman, Commission on College Work of the Province of New England
(Episc.)
Chairman, Committee on College Work of the Diocese of Connecticut.
Vice-Chairman, Committee on College Work of the Connecticut .Council of
Churches.
Member Educational Committee (Regional) National Conference of Christians
and Jews.
Member Provincial Council, Synod of New England (Episc.)
Member Clergyman's Advisory Committee, Planned Parenthood League of
Connecticut.
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DEPARTMENT OF ROMANCE LANGUAGES
L. H. Naylor, Professor
••successive Layers of French Influence on English," lecture before the Western
Mass. Chapter of the American Association of Teachers of French at
Northampton, Mass., June 3, 19S0.
New England Regional Representative of the American Association of Teachers
of French 1948-S0.
New England Regional Contest Chairman, National French Contest, 19S0.
Councillor, American Association of Teachers of Italian, 19S0.
Chairman, Italian section, New England Modem Language Association meeting,
New Haven, May, 19S0.
R. P. Waterman, Assistant Professor
Annual Supplement to-"Bibliography of Critical and Biographical References
for the Study of Contemporary French Literature." New York (Stechert•
Hafner) 19SO. (In collaboration, as member of MLA Bibliography Com,
mittee).
1950 Bibliography and Research Committee, French VII (20th Century), of the
Modem Language Association of America.
Member of the Board of Directors, Connecticut Chapter, American Association
of Teachers of French.
A. J. Wright, Jr., Instructor
Doctoral Dissertation, "Paul Verlaime and the Musicians" (Columbia Univer,
sity), 170 pp. to be published on microfilm by University Microfilm Service,
Ann Arbor, Michigan. Extract to appear in ..Microfilm News" (both copy,
righted).
American Association of Teachers of French, New England Chapter, High School
French Contest Committee.

All of which is respectfully submitted

ARTHUR HOWARD HUGHES,
Dean.
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REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN
To

THE TRUSTEES OF TRINITY CoLLEGE:

In accordance with Section Three of Article Fifteen of the Statutes
of the College, I submit the Report of the Librarian for the year ending
June 30, 1950.
THE WATKINSON LIBRARY
The most notable event in the history of the Library year was the
approval by the Superior Court of the agreement entered into between
the Trustees of the College and the Trustees of the Watkinson Library
of Reference providing for the coming of the Watkinson Library to the
College. It is safe to say that this is the most important event in, the
history of the Trinity College Library. It will give us a library of upward
of 350,000 volumes, and make our library one of the significant libraries
of the country.
It carries with it an obligation to provide adequate library facilities,
necessitating some new building. What is done in this matter is tre,
mendously important and determines the adequacy or inadequacy of the
Library to meet the needs of the College community for, perhaps, the
next half century. I can only reiterate what I have said so often in these
annual reports to the Trustees that the present building simply cannot
be made adequate or satisfactory by any plan of remodeling and addi,
tions; that money spent in the attempt is simply money wasted; that the
only solution is a new building planned to meet the needs of the present
and the needs for the years ahead so far as they can be forseen, and that
is to a very considerable extent. I should consider myself derelict in my
duty to the College if I did not say these things, things so obvious to us
who know the College and the Library, with all the directness and force,
fulness in my power, knowing that the Trustees and the Administration
are as concerned to do the right and wise things as I or any other of us
can be.
The appointment of Mr. Donald B. Engley as Associate Librarian
was timely and fortunate. He has already proved his worth and his
fitness for the place. His work since last September has been chiefly
to make plans for building and for the removal of the Watkinson Library
to the College. His report is also submitted herewith. Its fullness and
clarity absolve me from any further comment here concerning these
matters.
ATTENDANCE
The Library has been kept open 85½ hours per week. It was found
necessary to have the Library open Saturday and Sunday afternoons.
Week days the attendance has been so large that sometimes there have
not been a sufficient number of places. This is simply another indication
that the College has outgrown its library facilities.
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The annual statistics in regard to attendance follow:
ATTENDANCE STATISTICS
1949,S'Q

July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
TOTAL

Students

Faculty

Visitor

1822
1427
2466
5110
4603
3426
4154
3153
4815
2558
5108
1599

144
129
219
235
228
196
217
209
241
176
223
193

15
11
53
110
67
64
69
102
83
76
73
42

40341

2410

765

ANNUAL SUMMARY OF ATTENDANCE
194S'•46

1946,47

1947-48

1948-49

1949,S'O

18,550

55,286

33,410

39,554

43,416

CIRCULATION STATISTICS
1949,S'O

June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
TOTAL

Students

Faculty

272
765
558
445
1327
1398
563
1290
1192
1688
1066
1938
381

35
139
220
484
229
165
200
179
157
160
125
96
181

Reserve Books

1042
3228
2973
1830
1272
1395
2760
1097
1707
533

12883

2370

17837

•

*No figures kept.

INCREASE OF THE LIBRARY
There were added to the Library 4,267 volumes and 6,885 pamphlets,
a total of 11,152 items, as compared with 8,930 last year.
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Of the items added to the Library, 2,105 volumes were purchased
and 9,047 items were given. All the pamphlets were gifts, a large pro,
portion of them U. S. Government Publications. Three thousand forty,
one volumes were bound and 1,226 unbound. Included in the count of
unbound volumes are some 335 volumes of unbound periodicals, most of
which will be bound during the summer.
Lack of working space, lack of shelving, and an inadequate staff have
made it impossible even to begin work on the several thousand of un,
catalogued volumes that have accumulated, largely made up of the hooks
bequeathed to us by the late Rev. Dr. William A. Beardsley, '87. This
condition will continue, of course, until we are in our new building.
IMPORTANT PURCHASES
Malory. Works, ed. by E. Vinaver. 3 vols.
Beilstein 's Handbuch der organischen chemie, 2nd supp.,
vol. 6; vol. 9
Enciclopedia Italiana Appx. vol. 2, pt. 2
National cyclopedia of America.n biography, vol. 34
Thomas,Lexikon von Dr. Ludwig Shutz
Chinese bronzes
Wace. Mycenae
Adams. Album of American history, vol. 5 & Index
Bellegarde. Reflexions on ridicule. 2 vols. 1707
Bartholomew. Survey gazeteer of the British Isles
Besterman. World bibliography of bibliographries, vols. 2 & 3
Borrow. Works: Norwich edition. 16 vols.
Slavonic encyclopedia; ed. J. S. Roucek
American men of science, 8th edition
Faraday Society Transactions, vols. 12,20 & Index
Monroe. Encyclopedia of educational research
Library literature, 19 33,date
Buck. Dictionary of selected synonyms in the principal
Indo, European languages.
Raynal. History of modern painting. 2 vols.
Lancaster. French tragedy in the time of Louis XV, 2 vols.
Library of Congress Author catalog. 3 vols. 1949
World of learning. 1950
British Museum Catalogue of printed books, Suppl. Vols. 1,10
Keynes. Blake studies
Britannica year book 1949
Americana annual 1949
Handbuch der deutschen wissenschaft 2 vols.
Wittfogel. History of Chinese society Liac
Sepher ha,Zohar; tr. DePauly. 6 vols.
Vulliaud. La Kabbale juive. 2 vols.
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GIFTS
We have received no very large gifts of books during the year, but
we have received a large number of useful gifts from a large number of
donors.
From the late Charles G. Woodward, '98, a Trustee and always a
generous giver of books and periodicals to the Library, we received by
bequest his books in Economics and in the Classics. Some two hundred
volumes came to the Library, the most useful and important of them
having to do with Transportation, his field of especial interest. The
College will ever be grateful to him for his generosity and manifold
services.
We have received gifts of books or periodicals or both from the
following Trustees: Newton C. Brainard, Lawson Purdy, George C. Capen,
Jerome P. Webster, and Richardson Wright.
The following members of the Faculty have given books, periodicals,
or pamphlets: G. Keith Funston, Arthur Hughes, Arthur Adams, Archie
R. Bangs, Laurence L. Barber, Thomas H. Bissonnette, Irwin A. Buell, J.
Wendell Burger, Harry T. Costello, Edgar Emerson (170 volumes), Ver,
non K. Krieble, Louis H. Naylor (130 volumes), Lawrence W. Towle,
and Ralph M. Williams.
In several cases, the gifts included copies of the donor's own publi,
cations.
Gifts were received from the following alumni, in several cases, copies
of the donor's own publications were included: Horace R. Bassford, '16,
Robert S. Casey, '20, Nelson H. Gildersleeve, '10, William Grime, '18,
Howard S. Hane, '47, Cyril B. Judge, '10, Archer E. Knowlton, '10,
Harold Messer, '26, Bayard Quincy Morgan, '04, Charles J. Muller, '27,
John Davis Reichard, •10, Harry Wessels, •12, and Edgar F. Waterman,
'98.
Henry D. B. Moore, M.A., Hon. 1948, has added generously to the
Moore Collection of books on China and the Far East. From Paul F.
Herrick, •12, of Springfield, through the good offices of Mr. Engley, we
received a gift of 215 volumes in Literature, History, and Biography.
Included were a set of the Hinckley Bible printed by the Merrymount
Press in fourteen volumes, a set of Warner's Library of the World's Best
Literature, needed to replace our worn out set, several volumes of Japanese
prints, and fine editions of standard words in excellent leather bindings.
Altogether it is a most useful and much appreciated gift.
From Allerton C. Hickmott, of Hartford, we received upward of
twenty volumes of works printed by the finest of private presses. The
Library is notably weak in this field, and Mr. Hickmott's gift is a fine
beginning for an adequate collection. We are indeed grateful to him
for his interest in the College and for his remarkable gift. Stuart W.
Jackson has subscribed on behalf of the Library for the Princeton Edition
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of the Works of Thomas Jefferson. It will be many years before this
definitive edition of the works and correspondence of Jefferson will be
completed. This gift is in continuation of Mr. Jackson's other gifts in
memory of his father, the Reverend Augustus Jackson of the Class of
1860. From Dr. Helena F. Miller, we received a number of useful vol,
umes having to do with the Classics. From the .l£tna Life Insurance
Company we received a set in ten volumes of the Wickersham Report.
From the Bollingen Foundation, we received some twenty,:five volumes.
From the New Hampshire Historical Society eight volumes of the Publi,
cations of the Society, through the offices of Elmer M. Hunt, '06.
We acknowledge gratefully the gifts of their publications from the
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace, the Carnegie Institution of Washing,
ton, the Smithsonian Institution, the Board of Education of the State of
Connecticut, the Connecticut State Library, the New York State Library,
the State of Connecticut, and the Government of the United States. To
these and to all other of the many good friends of the College who have
made many interesting, valuable, and useful gifts to the Library, we are
truly grateful. They and others like minded through the years have made
the Library what it is.
CATALOGUING
Mrs. Dora H. Wyss was in charge of the work in this Department
from September 1949 to June 30, 1950. She worked almost singlehanded
and turned out a surprising amount of work. What was accomplished
may be thus summaraed:
Volumes

Titles

Cards

Books Catalogued
Replacements and added copies
Books reclassed
Continuation orders
Moore Collection
Periodicals
C. A. A. S.-analytics

1,719
227
84
138 .
38
47

1,622

7,415

25
25
118

184
133
289

TOTALS

2,253

1,793

8,021

STAFF
Mr. Donald B. Engley, Associate Librarian, came into residence July
:fifteenth. He has given his attention chiefly to the vitally important tasks
of shaping up plans for the new library building and to plan for the re,
moval of the Watkinson Library to the College. The good results of his
work are already apparent, and will be increasingly so as the years go
on. We are fortunate to have him one of us.
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Mrs. Laura B. Schatz is invaluable because of her long service, because
of her knowledge of our library ways, and because of her interest and
courtesy.
In January of this year, Mrs. Elsie R. Panek came to us after service
in the Stanford and Massachusetts Institute of Technology libraries. She
is serving as secretarial assistant to Mr. Engley and as assistant in acquisi,
tions to Mrs. Schatz in a highly satisfactory manner.
Miss Mary E. Quinn came to us last June as a clerical assistant. She
has worked faithfully and well wherever she has been needed.
Mr. George W. Adams has continued to serve efficiently as Reference
Assistant with charge of the Reading Room and of the student assistants.
His courtesy, his helpfulness, and his knowledge of books make him
valuable indeed.
September 1, 1949, Mrs. Dora H. Wyss came to us to be in charge
of Cataloguing. She was greatly needed to take the place of Miss Kath,
erine Colgrove, who left at the end of May after six years of service.
Mrs. Wyss helped us greatly in a trying period, and we regret her leaving
us at the end of June 1950.
The following undergraduate students have worked as assistants in
the Library during the year. At the risk of seeming unappreciative of
the work of others, the faithfulness and excellent work of Mr. Becker,
Mr. Halasz, Mr. Hickok, and Mr. Keeler deserve special mention. Indeed
all have worked faithfully and deserve only praise: George S. Becker,
Thomas C. DePatie, George H. Hickok, Richard K. Hooper, Jacque V.
Hopkins, Sanford A. Dwight, David E. Fitzgerald, Nicholas A. Halasz,
Robert M. Handy, Edward R. Harris, Calvin L. Keeler, William F. Steck,
Jerome W. Lehrfeld, and William E. Whitelaw.
BINDING
As always, the greater part of the appropriation for binding has been
spent in caring for current periodicals. Binding costs continue to rise
and the amount of material to be bound to increase; consequently an ever
increasing appropriation for this purpose is essential. Increased use of
the books makes more rebinding necessary. Nevertheless, we do keep up
pretty well with current needs, and we are grateful to the Administration
for their appreciation of our plight.

FUNDS
No new Endowed Funds for the Library were credited during the
year. Probably, in no other way can so much good be done by a relatively
small gift as by establishing a Fund, the income of which is to be used
for the purchase of books in a field of particular interest to the donor.
Such funds are urgently needed by practically all Departments.
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THE LIBRARY COMMITTEE
The members of the Library Committee were: President G. Keith
Funston, ex.-officio, William G. Mather, Robert B. O'Connor, and Richard.son Wright of the Trustees, and Professors Laurence L. Barber, J. Wen.dell Burger, Harry T. Costello, Eugene W. Davis, Donald R. Marshall,
J. Bard .McNulty, Edwin N. Nilson, Solon W. Stone, D. G. Brinton
Thompson, Robert D. Waterman, and Arthur Adams (secretary).
Meetings were held at frequent intervals; the chief topics under
consideration had to do with the plans for the new library buildings as
they were explained by Mr. Engley.
At the suggestion of the Committee, President Funston appointed
a Library Building Committee, made up of two from the Library staff,
two Trustees, two Fellows, two from the College Administration staff,
and two from the Faculty Library Committee. The members are: Donald
B. Engley, Chairman, Arthur Adams, Dr. Jerome P. Webster, Newton
C. Brainard, Clarence E. Sherman, Alfred K. Birch, Arthur H. Hughes,
Joseph Getzendanner, Jr., Harry T. Costello, and J. Bard McNulty.
Professor McNulty has been most interested and has been helpful
in many ways. Your librarian is glad to take this opportunity to express
his appreciation of the interest and good will of all the members of the
Committee.
CONCLUSION
For many years, one of the chief items in every summary of the needs
of the College, has been a new library building. Now that dream is soon
to be realized, and that in a larger way than was hoped in an earlier day.
For this we are indeed truly grateful. With the acquisition of the splendid
Watkinson Library, and with an adequate new building, the Library will
be able to serve its College Community more adequately than ever before
in its history.
All of which is respectfully submitted
ARTHUR ADAMS,
Librarian.
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REPORT OF THE ASSOCIATE LIBRARIAN
To

THE TuusTEES OF TRINITY Cou.EGE:

I submit herewith a report of my activities as Associate Librarian
for the year ending June 30, 1950. For the sake of delineation they may
be divided into two categories, although in actual practice it has been
difficult to channel them into separate streams due to the very nature of
our developing library situation. The first has involved the planning
for the future of the Trinity Library in its new setting, while the second
has meant work with the Watkinson Library in order to advance the
plans for the consolidation of the two libraries.
The Trinity phase of the plans will be considered first. The summer
months of 1949 were spent in getting acquainted with the College and
its library resources and in the preparation of two reports on library con,
ditions. These were submitted to the President in August. The first
outlined the difficulties involved in remodelling Williams M emorial into
a satisfactory new library, while the second proposed a completely new
building in a more desirable location with a functional internal arrange,
ment.
Beginning early in the fall, the Faculty Library Committee met
monthly as is its custom. A large portion of the time in each meeting
was consumed in a worth while exchange of ideas between faculty members and the writer, broadly on the role of the library in the liberal arts
college today, and specifically on the functions to be expected of our
library in the years just ahead, if it is to perform its academic mission
adequately. These meetings were of inestimable value in clarifying the
local needs and expectations for your Associate Librarian. He in turn
hopes that for the teachers who comprised the committee he was able
to shed some light on the possibilities and difficulties involved in library
building planning.
Concurrently, the writer has been engaged in compiling what he has
termed A Preliminary Building Planning Report. For this he has drawn
on his studies of the Trinity conditions, information gained in Faculty
Library Committee D?-eetings and in talks with individual faculty and ad,
ministrative officers, and his past experience. The major share of the first
draft is already in the hands of the architect. Its chief function is to
describe in considerable detail the elements needed in a new building
and their relationships with each other.
The writing of the above report has been buttressed by an extensive
survey of the copious literature of library planning. Librarians who have
recently been through the process of new library construction have been
generous in sharing their experiences by correspondence from afar and
personally when within reasonable travelling distance. Since last September visits have been made to the libraries at Amherst, Wesleyan, the Uni,
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versity of Connecticut, Yale, Connecticut College, Harvard, M.I.T.,
Columbia, Middlebury, the University of Vermont, and Princeton.
Much of the necessary spadework of observation and enumeration
of building needs has been done. What remains in the next year is close
work with the administration and the architect in interpreting, refining
and elaborating upon these requirements.
The second area of my work this past year has been to familiarize my,
self with the problems to be faced in the transfer of the Watkinson Library
to our campus. Obviously, a satisfactory new building plan could not
be evolved without some notion of the magnitude and scope of the Wat,
kinson 's holdings. This has not been easy to come by due to the dearth
of information about the Watkinson and the paucity of its library records.
First of all, it is poorly catalogued and unclassified. Nor is there an
inventory or shelf list of its holdings worthy of the name. One might
assume that lacking other clues one could gather the needed information
by inspection. However, this has not been simple to accomplish. A
deplorably over,crowded building has made counting and measurement
of the estimated 130,000 volumes difficult. Add to this the accumulation
of years of dirt, double rows of books on some shelves, and an antiquated
lighting system, and the reasons for the complicated task can be under,
stood. Despite this, a measurement of the books on the shelves has been
completed and an inventory made of the furniture and equipment. It
may be interesting to note that the library contains approximately 20,000
running feet, or not quite four miles of books. In addition, an inspection
of hundreds of individual books has been made as a beginning on the
large task of caring for rare items both by protected shelving and binding
or boxing. In this connection, the writer has advised the Watkinson
Librarian upon binding matters and has recommended the purchase of
special boxes for the protection of papers, pamphlets, and unbound or
damaged books. Also he has taken steps to have certain of the rare books
now on the open shelves in the Reading Room placed 'in the vault. While
the vault will not give complete protection from a major conflagration it
will protect rare books from a local fire as well as from some deteriora,
tion ·by the elements or depredations of book thieves.
Other tasks undertaken and completed this year have included the
preparation of a short history of the Watkinson and a resume of present
conditions for submission to the Superior Court, and the development of
a book of photographs to accompany the above. The excellent pictures
were the work of Trinity's public relations director, Mr. Bishop. Another
use of this book has been in our quest for funds with which to catalog
and repair the collections. It has vividly illustrated the need for outside
support. The estimate of cataloging and binding costs has absorbed many
hours. While there are numerous sets of criteria available for the purpose
of computation no one set will exactly fit a given situation, since no two
libraries are alike in titles, volumes, or other conditions. This estimate
was submitted to the President in January.
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In May of this year, with the approval of the Watk.inson's transfer
by the Superior Court, the newly,formed service fraternity here at the
College, Alpha Phi Omega, undertook as its first project the cleaning of
the books in that library. Because of the late start, little could be accom,
plished before the onset of the examination period. However, the interest
of the 20 students involved augurs well for a new start in September and
the accomplishment by volunteer labor of a task which must be done
before the books can be moved into a new building.
On June 4 the writer gave a radio talk, one of the Trinity series
over station WDRC, on the history, present conditions, and plans for the
Watkinson Library. It was felt that the people of Hartford should be
apprised of what the future has in store for one of its most notable public
institutions.
In all of this work at the Watkinson, its librarian, Miss Ruth A.
Kerr, has been most helpful and cooperative.
The past year has been an exceedingly absorbing and valuable experi,
ence for your Associate Librarian. While the day,to,day progress has
not been considerable, largely due to circumstances out of our hands,
good foundations have been laid for the heavy tasks of building, moving,
and occupation that are ahead. As the tempo of activity increases we
shall be better able to decide and act due to the study and planning already
undertaken.
Respectfully submitted
DONALD B. ENGLEY,
Associate Librarian.

